ESAO METHOD
ADAPTOR

ESAO 4 chronociné adaptor

REF. 452 104

I - OVERVIEW
The adaptor enables access to the ESAO interface’s clock and logic inputs. It can be used
with several sensors and is used in many experiments:
- in mechanics with the chrono (ref. 453 008) and chronociné (ref. 453 026) sensors
- in chemistry with the chronociné sensor (ref. 453 026) and automatic burette
(ref. 701 126).
- for studying radioactivity with the CRAB bench (ref. 232 007).
- for studying human respiration with the Respiro sensor (ref. 453 022).

II - USE

1. ESAO system
The adaptor works with ESAO 4, namely:
- an ESAO 4 interface cad
- an ESAO 4 console

ref. 451 100
ref. 451 101

2. Connecting the adaptor to the ESAO console
The adaptor is connected by means of the connector located at the back of the casing:
- hold the casing horizontally.
- follow the ESAO console’s guide grooves.
- seat fully home.

3. Connecting the adaptor to the various sensors
At the back of the casing, 3 DIN sockets enable the adaptor to be connected to various
sensors. Make sure you connect to the right number!

The C0 socket is used to mark a logic event, for example:
- to mark the start of the fall of a ball with the chrono sensor.
- to count impulses with the CRAB bench.

The two sockets labelled "C1 or C3" and "C2 or C4" are used to mark two logic events,
for example:
- to mark two positions of a falling ball in order to measure its speed with the
chronociné sensor.

The descriptions "C1 or C3" and "C2 or C4" refer to the free fall experiment where 4
speeds are measured by 4 chronociné sensors (C1, C2, C3 and C4).
The numbers 1 to 4 represent the order in which the speeds are measured while the ball
is falling.
To a first adaptor are connected C1 and C2: C1 to "C1 or C3" and C2 to "C2 or C4".
To a second adaptor are connected C3 and C4: C3 to "C1 or C3" and C4 to "C2 or C4".
This connection logic is used by several ESAO programs. Refer to the instructions for the
program being used.
4. First use
- check that the ESAO card is correctly installed in the computer.
- check that the experiment console is connected to the ESAO card.
- connect the adaptor.
- connect the sensor(s).
- switch on the computer.
5. Program
The adaptor is designed to work with the following dedicated programs:
- Logicrab (radioactivity)
- LogipH (pH-metry)
- Peroxo (chemical kinetics)
- Actiméca (Mechanics)
- Chute (Mechanics)
- Plan (Mechanics)
- Logispiro (Physio. of respiration)
- Respihom (Human energy)
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Refer to the instructions for the program used.
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III - TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Compatibility:

TTL and CMOS

- Time resolution:

100 ns

IV - CARE AND MAINTENANCE
For all repairs, adjustments or spare parts, contact:
S.A.V. JEULIN
B.P. 1900
27019 EVREUX CEDEX
FRANCE
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